
ETOE is the only End to End EdTech Solutions 

company for student's and colleges. We unlock 

student's potential, enable their excellence and 

empower the student's in finding the right job 

opportunities and take them from 

EDUCATION TO EMPLOYMENT.

www.etoe.in



Vision & Mission

www.etoe.in

Vision
To inspire and create value to the 

Community, Employees, Customers, 

Shareholders, and all the stakeholders 

of Education beyond profits by 

providing innovative products and 

solutions to the current problems.

Mission
Achieve our objectives by providing 

the highest quality products & 

services, by being innovative, by 

building strong relationships with our 

customers, suppliers & community, 

by providing a working environment of 

trust, recognition, entrepreneurship 

and integrity.
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The Leadership

Chief Executive Officer Chief Product Officer Head of Sales & Business Development

A proven business leader with 38 years 

of experience in driving the culture and 

results across India, USA, Middle East, 

and Southeast Asia. He is also a natural 

couch, mentor, storyteller, and 

a motivational speaker.

Praveen's Core strength is breakthrough 

innovations with an experience of 13 years 

in the transformation of ideas from concept 

to actionable items. His research and 

problem-solving abilities lead to many 

ideas in Government & IT Industries.

Renga is a proven sales leader in the 

education industry and motivational 

speaker with 20+ years of experience 

in leading B2B, B2C and worked in 

companies like Everonn, NIIT, Emerge.

www.etoe.in
>> Detailed profiles can be viewed here <<

https://etoe.in/leadership/


Our Solution

ETOE BIG LEAGUE is a FRESHER PLACEMENT PROGRAM comprising EMPLOYABILITY 

& INDUSTRY READY Skills Training program and  JOB OPPORTUNITIES. We are engaged 

with 700+ Top Companies to facilitate the placements for students. Under this program, 

every student will get a minimum of 5 interview opportunities with our empanelled 

companies. The Industry ready skills program begins with pre-assessment, training, 

post-assessment and grading before being given the interview opportunities.

www.etoe.in

ETOE BIG LEAGUE

ETOE ARCADE is an exclusive EMPLOYABILITY & INDUSTRY READY skills training 

program and it is designed and aimed at fixing all the skill gaps of students. Unlike many 

other training programs, ETOE ARCADE provides the ANDRAGOGY method of teaching 

and EDUTAINMENT-based training of various soft skills. Our team have curated over 200 

activities for all topics, so one can be assured that they can never run short of innovative 

and fun-filled activities that will ensure learning in the best possible way.

ETOE ARCADE



ETOE INTERN  is an “INTERNSHIP” program for college students. ETOE provides 

the Internship opportunity for students and colleges to choose internships in our 

empanelled companies across the country. Internships offer students the chance to 

put what they are learning into action, in a real-world environment. This helps you 

better understand the theories and strategies you have been reading about, 

cementing the learning process and giving you greater focus..

ETOE INDUSTRY CONNECT is an “INDUSTRY VISIT PROGRAM”  for college 

students. ETOE facilitates the much-needed industrial visits to students. The 

industrial visit allows students to interact with experts in the field to get better 

insights into the roles, responsibilities and other requirements of the positions the 

students will be seeking in the future. The top universities in India have industrial 

visits as part of their curriculum to help inculcate the practical workplace 

environment in the students and to render a holistic education to them.

www.etoe.in

ETOE INTERN

ETOE INDUSTRY CONNECT



The Purpose

According to Surveys, 80% of Indian 

engineers are not fit for jobs and there is 

about 30 million youth actively looking 

for jobs at any point in time. 

 

According to India Today, 90% of the Job 

seekers feel Soft Skills are very important 

for employment which they lack. 

 

Fresher hiring is becoming increasingly 

difficult for recruiters as they have to 

grapple with challenges such as 

embellished resumes, skills gaps, and 

attitudinal issues.
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ETOE is built on a solid foundation of 

proven leadership, great work culture, 

strong team, and a commitment to SOLVE 

THE UNEMPOLYABILITY PROBLEM AMONG 

GRADUATING STUDENTS.
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What is Unique About ETOE?

Assessment and Grading of Students (Rating 

Pedagogy ) 

Engagement with 700+ Top-rated Companies 

Guaranteed Interview Opportunities for 

Everyone 

Interview Feedback from Industry 

Opportunities in Core Companies (CEM - Civil, 

Electric & Electronics, and Mechanical) 

Customised Solutions for Students and Colleges
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Our Hiring Partners

We are connected with 700+ Companies so far and the entire 

list of the companies can be viewed at the link >>.
CLICK HERE >>

https://etoe.in/industry-partners/


Testimonials & Reviews

Krishna Keertana Praveen Gade Venkatesh - Human Resources

Placed in Navayuga Infotech Placed in Spandana Sphoorty Financial Navayuga Infotech

ETOE ARCADE program has helped me boost 

my confidence to talk publicly without fear. 

This program has enhanced my soft skills and 

communication skills. The training faculty 

here are very much friendly and helpful. I 

personally feel that every fresher should 

attend this program to get nice opportunities. 

ETOE has helped me land my first job and 

start my career. Thank you ETOE!

ETOE has been a great help for me. It has always 

provided us with the best-talented resources that 

have helped our skills and grow towards the path 

of success. We are very thankful to ETOE and will 

always prefer them when someone asks me about 

ETOE. The kind of resources ETOE has provided 

is outstanding. From time to time follow-up with 

students is appreciable.

It was a wonderful experience collaborating 

with Team ETOE. I am writing this with great 

joy, the service and support throughout the 

process is impeccable. On behalf of the 

Navayuga Infotech Management team, I would 

like to appreciate the amazing work that you 

did on the recruitment of Fresh Graduates. Your 

help exceeded our expectations.

" " "
Glassdoor Rating 4.5 Ambitionbox Rating 4.8 Google Rating 4.9

Students Rating 5.0 Employees Rating 4.8 Clients Rating 5.0Dr. K V Sandhya, Ph.D.

We at London Management Academy are 

very thankful to ETOE, we are very happy that 

ETOE is also helping our institution with 

training, placements, and internships. Also, it 

is a good platform for learning and training.

"
>> All the testimonials can be viewed here <<

London Management Academy

www.etoe.in

https://etoe.in/testimonials/


Thank You 

www.etoe.in

CONTACT US:

+91 98408 75929, +91 88848 83333, +91 90084 87776

contact@etoe.in www.etoe.in

296, 15th A cross, Yelahanka

New Town, Bengaluru, - 560064.


